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E-Sports Website Design

● Game Time
○ Pay-to-play
○ All-day pricing
○ Tournaments

● Concession
○ Vending Machine on-site

● Gamer-Pro Shop
○ Sells wholesale gaming

equipment at a 50-100%
markup

● Web Dev. & Design Course Workshop
○ HTML
○ CSS
○ Javascript
○ 3D Printing
○ App Design
○ Block Coding
○ Scratch

● Interactive Art Events
● Web Dev. & Design Consulting
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Mission Statement
Webdroid: E-Sports & Technologies’ objective is to provide an esports LAN environment
conducive to stimulating social gaming atmosphere. In (open date), Webdroid: E-Sports &
Technologies will open its portal door to an explosive gaming community who are determined to
share their casual or competitive gaming stories. Webdroid: E-Sports & Technologies will
provide Oakland Mall with a state-of-the-art facility equipped with 20+ unique gaming stations
that offer the latest technologies in high performance hardware and display. Webdroid: E-Sports
& Technologies will be a premier PC LAN, console gaming, and e-sports event center that
focuses on the customer gaming experience in a socially stimulating atmosphere - no gimmicks,
just gaming a good times.

Description of Business

Webdroid, LLC dba ‘Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology’ is an innovative solution to the growing
popularity of casual and competitive video gaming. Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology will
provide the metro-Detroit area with a state-of-the-art, high-tech gaming experience while
nurturing a safe space for gamers, young and old, to create and foster meaningful social
connections. Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology will create a haven for both casual and
competitive gamers; offering pay to play transactions on high powered PC’s. The center will
offer frequent events to attract competitive gamers, or those seeking a platform to experience an
invigorating tournament for the first time. Webdroid: E-Sports & Technologies’ upscale, futuristic
venue will give the metro-Detroit area a unique social environment that refines the way video
games are played.

● (Esports definition) Esports is a rapidly growing industry with billions of dollars being
spent and earned. An eSports Stadium or otherwise known as a (LAN Center or Gaming
Center) is a sanctuary and home for the casual or pro gamer. It’s a new spin on the old
Arcade & Cyber café, with a much higher earning potential.

● (LAN Center definition) A LAN Gaming Center is a business where one can use a
computer or console connected over a LAN to other computers/consoles, primarily for
playing multiplayer and online video games in a social atmosphere.

The gaming industry is a rapidly growing trade with no signs of slowing down and the esports
sector is helping to lead that charge. Latest report shows the gaming market hitting 108.9 billion
in revenue in 2017 with over 2.2 billion gamers, and growing to 128.5 billion toward 2020.
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Revenue Streams
Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology will operate 7 days a week, driving multiple revenue streams.
Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology revenue streams are outlined below in order of revenue
potential:

1.) Pay-to-play (All PC)
2.) Private Event (k-12/ collegiate clubs, educational camps, academic research, trivia

nights, social clubs, and gaming tournaments)
3.) Retail pro shop (hardware & gaming merchandise) - Future
4.) Concession (food & drink) - Future

Legal Form And Location.
Legal Structure(s): LLC & Nonprofit Organization - Webdroid, LLC (for profit), Webdroid
Foundation (Nonprofit Organization)

Location: Currently registered @ 16500 Tireman Ave, Detroit, MI; multiple locations in the
future. Preferably one in the east-side of Detroit, and the west-side of Detroit, and more in the
surrounding area

Benefits of Investing In Webdroid Foundation
New Business Attraction: Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology will be a business that will be the
first of its kind. It will offer a comforting gaming environment for inhabitants of the local
community and free resources during its pop-up stages. These events will include workshops,
free play days, and tours/field trips for local schools.
Player Rewards: Customers earn coin rewards by gaming at the center and redeem those
coins for prizes such as more game time, snacks, or merchandise. Through the LAN Center’s
management suite called Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology has complete control of their prize
vault and chooses what to give away to their customers. It can be as simple as a free hour of
gaming or larger prizes that the customer can work towards. The management tool also
provides a competitive aspect of its software through stat integration, rewarding the customer
with more coins by performing well in game or at a tournament. The software enables data
tracking of customers which supports the way the center capitalizes on player reward strategy.
The system aims to capture the important repeat customer who games towards a goal.

Tournaments, Events & Leaderboards
The Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology brand is driven by its concentration as an e-sports ‘event’
center. Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology will promote and perform several weekly and ongoing
seasons of gaming tournaments for the local gaming community. In addition to the center's local
event strategy, Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology utilizes software for larger scale competition.
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This is a non-stop competitive platform for all customers that enter the Webdroid Gaming
Center. The gamer can compete on whatever level they choose, from local, regional, national, to
world-wide action. Any day a customer arrives at the center could be the top of the in-store
leaderboard, the top of a supported game leaderboard, the top of a regional leaderboard, or
even the top of the global leaderboard. This will  allow Webdroid: E-Sports & Technology to
connect and participate with over 300 other LAN centers worldwide – giving Webdroid  a
competitive edge as a lively and legitimate gaming arena.

Top e-sports games to begin with for Webdroid Season 1 (2022-2023)
1.) Call of Duty
2.) League of Legends
3.) Rocket League
4.) Halo Infinite
5.) Fortnite
6.) Valorant

Management

The company, being small in nature, requires a simple organizational structure. Implementation
of this organizational form calls for the owner to make all of the major management decisions in
addition to monitoring all other business activities. Personnel on-site at the location would be
limited to one person per shift at the pop-up locations and two people on-site at the brick and
mortar location.

Opportunities: Teaching more in and outside of our hometown, Gaining more exposure
through our firm, learning more technologies to teach, offering internships and other
opportunities outside of the classroom for our students. Making the Webdroid logo marketable in
areas including merchandise. Tier marketing with web development  and Webdroid
merchandise.

Threats: “Click and Drag” platforms such as Squarespace, Wix, Shopify etc. Ignorance of a
larger audience that we want to attain. Possible use of outdated programming languages and

tools that limit creation

Market Research of the Webdroid PC Internet Cafe in the
Detroit 2020 - PESTG
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Political - Fiber internet has just been signed into law to be implemented statewide in Michigan
by Governor Whitmer in 2021. This will go a long way for our business which requires a
dedicated line of internet to provide the quintessential gaming experience. Users of Webdroid
will be able to enjoy uninterrupted gaming and healthy ping, ensuring that games will not drop or
be disconnected.
Economical - The economical effects vary depending on what aspect of the business is being
discussed. The implications of having an Internet Cafe within the city of Detroit are hypothesized
to be mostly positive based on market research data. Targeted audiences are plentiful and will
produce recurring customers, these being children, highschool students, college students, and
young professionals.
Social - Young people in the city of Detroit don’t enjoy many of the amenities that young people
in more developed cities do. The youth in Detroit don’t have many after-school places to hang
out and aren’t incentivized to engage in too many after school activities that aren’t based in their
school. In other parts of the world, the youth will meet at local PC Cafes and have fun with their
friends until they eventually head home. MERCH
Technological - With Detroit aiming to become a tech industry heavyweight, the city needs
local representation to truly hammer this idea home. It is hard to imagine a city that claims to be
a tech-inclusive, while many of the students don’t have access to c
Global - The gaming industry is a rapidly growing trade with no signs of slowing down and the
esports sector is helping to lead that charge. Latest report shows the gaming market hitting
$108.9 billion in revenue in 2017 with over 2.2 billion gamers, and growing to $128.5 billion
toward 2021.

Market data/Industry Analysis:

Describe Your Industry
Web Development is a service based industry, where clients pay for web design, web
development, regular maintenance(web mastering), and other services pertaining to the launch
and upkeep of a website on the internet. Historically, web services have remained a more niche
trade, relying heavily upon freelance efforts of one or a few individuals whose sole job it is to
code a website. Alternatively, there are large firms that include web design as one of their
services, but have a large array of services that they offer. In short, web development and
design isn’t their main focus.

Webdroid is looking to take advantage of this gap in our industry by implementing courses that
not only teach the basics of web development and design, teaching more intricate languages
that allow you to navigate the internet in a more intimate manner. Also, having a Mac Lab, and
other gadgets/resources on-site will allow us to teach with better results. Outside of teaching
web services, we would also be teaching app design, block coding, graphic design, 3D Design,
amongst other computer aided trades with the intention of providing certifications to students
who complete the courses.
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What Is The Size Of Your Industry?
The gaming industry is a rapidly growing trade with no signs of slowing down and the esports
sector is helping to lead that charge. Latest report shows the gaming market hitting $108.9
billion in revenue in 2017 with over 2.2 billion gamers, and growing to $128.5 billion toward
2021.

Advertising and Promotion
● Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, & Instagram)
● Streaming Media (Twitch)
● Youtube promos (LAN Center promotional videos)
● Existing gaming related club & communities’ outreach
● Local high school, middle school, college outreach
● Radio
● Other local businesses

Size Needed:

Floor Plan:
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